Performance and Precision
We are proud to design and manufacture quality products at the cutting edge of technology. The robustness, reliability and accuracy of our solutions have allowed us to keep the leading position in the fleet
management systems’ market for 17 years.

Astus Tag The complete solution
Our main product, the Astus Tag module, is an electronic box which
records its position by GPS at specified intervals or on change of position, as well as other data like speed and distance traveled. The information is transmitted through the cellular network and can be viewed
and analyzed with our Astus software.

Product overview

Our Line of Products

The module provides data on the vehicle’s accessories, such as doors or hood and can also be
combined with other peripherals (available as options, see below) to diversify its uses.

Astus Garmin Be efficient, clear and precise
Coupled with the Astus Tag module, the Garmin navigation screen
becomes a multi-purpose messaging tool. Unique features are added
to the basic GPS functions: real-time communication between the
manager and the drivers, task-dispatching, route planning with estimated time of arrival.
The models we propose have free lifetime map updates in North America included.

Astus TK Absolute control over temperature
Astus Tag is interfaced with the ThermoKing refrigeration system to
control the temperature during transport,., as well as details including
reefer status and engine codes.
The module can also generate alerts when temperatures reach a certain limit or when other anomalies are detected.

Astus ID Access Control and Management of Vehicle Use
When the Astus Tag module is combined with our RFID antenna, it
makes it possible to manage driver identification and control access to
the use of fleet vehicles.
The manager is able to associate data to an employee instead of a
vehicle, which is especially useful for companies where many drivers share the vehicles.
If your company already uses a RFID access control system, you will most likely be able to use your existing cards.
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For more information on the various possible combinations,
please contact your representative.

Mobile Products
The Flexibility of a Custom Solution
We also make modules that can remain independent of the vehicles. These products are ideal for representatives, trailers or rental cars.

Astus Metal The Perfect Tool for Asset Tracking
This small module, which is battery powered, is ideal for tracking cargo and equipment.
Since it doesn’t use GPS — only cellular towers — the life of the battery is highly
extended and it can transmit its position even from inside refrigerated trucks, metal
containers or buildings.

Astus Flex For maximum flexibility
Cousin of Astus Metal, this module is in some way a mix between it and the Astus
Tag. It offers the same features as the Tag, while having the distinction of being
mobile, so to operate independently on battery.
The Astus Flex comes with a choice of options: permanent installation or standalone
(with battery), rechargeable in a wall or plugged into the cigarette lighter.

Astus PICO From Simple Phone to GPS Logger
Our software turns BlackBerry smartphones into tracking modules. No need for a separate
electronic box, and the system can track people instead of following only one vehicle. This
option is particularly interesting for companies that don’t own any vehicles.
Especially useful for lone workers, it includes a LWP (lone worker protection) feature and a
panic button to automatically send an alarm.

Other Noteworthy Products
We offer complete and flexible fleet management solutions, so feel free to inquire about how our products
can meet your specific needs!

Astus software

Web And Push Services

Windows, Web Or smartphone solution

Dock Astus With Your Existing Systems

Astus software allow you to perform all tasks related
to fleet management: see your vehicles in real time
on a map, generate analysis reports, communicate
with your drivers and see the history of their travels.

Our server software enable data exchange between Astus and your existing systems, such as a
payroll system. Find out about the different options
available: they could make your work much more
enjoyable!
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